A new three-dimensional nearshore hydrodynamic model system is developed based on the unstructured-grid version of the third generation spectral wave model SWAN (Un-SWAN) coupled with the three-dimensional ocean circulation model FVCOM to enable the full representation of the wavecurrent interaction in the nearshore region. A new wave-current coupling scheme is developed by adopting the vortex-force (VF) scheme to represent the wave-current interaction. The GLS turbulence model is also modified to better reproduce wave-breaking enhanced turbulence, together with a roller transport model to account for the effect of surface wave roller. This new model system is validated first against a theoretical case of obliquely incident waves on a planar beach, and then applied to three test cases: a laboratory scale experiment of normal waves on a beach with a fixed breaker bar, a field experiment of oblique incident waves on a natural, sandy barred beach (Duck'94 experiment), and a laboratory study of normal-incident waves propagating around a shore-parallel breakwater. Overall, the model predictions agree well with the available measurements in these tests, illustrating the robustness and efficiency of the present model for very different spatial scales and hydrodynamic conditions. Sensitivity tests indicate the importance of roller effects and wave energy dissipation on the mean flow (undertow) profile over the depth. These tests further suggest to adopt a spatially varying value for roller effects across the beach. In addition, the parameter values in the GLS turbulence model should be spatially inhomogeneous, which leads to better prediction of the turbulent kinetic energy and an improved prediction of the undertow velocity profile.
Introduction
The interaction of wind-generated surface gravity waves with slowly varying ocean currents in shallow coastal areas can create unique flow patterns (e.g. longshore current, rip current and undertow) in both inner shelf and surf zone environments. The investigation of wave-current interaction under propagating surface waves is especially important to coastal engineers and provides the basis for morphodynamic modeling. The main effects of cur-between waves and currents in forms that the additional wave forcing for the total momentum (i.e. including waves and currents), derived as a net wave-induced momentum flux, is represented as the divergence of radiation stress tensor ( Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1964 ; Smith 2006; and Mellor 20 03, 20 05, 2011, G. 2015 ) . Unfortunately, the vertical flux requires an approximation to first order in the wave-induced pressure and velocities, which is often difficult to resolve ( Ardhuin et al., 2008b; Bennis et al., 2011 ) . Hence, most applications have rather used the conceptually more difficult equations for the current momentum only. These are usually cast in a form that involves a vortex force (VF, Craik and Leibovich, 1976; McWilliams et al., 2004; Ardhuin et al., 2008a; Aiki and Greatbatch, 2013 ) , though they can also be equivalently written with a different form ( Suzuki and Fox-Kemper, 2016 ) .
In recent years, the VF formalism has been widely used to represent the additional terms corresponding to WEC in the momentum equations. It splits the wave-averaged effects into gradients of Bernoulli head and a vortex force and has a primary advantage of explicitly including a type of wave-current interaction that few if any available wave models properly incorporate to allow its complete expression in the radiation stress ( Uchiyama et al., 2010 , hereinafter U10; Newberger and Allen 20 07a, 20 07b , hereafter NA07; McWilliams et al. 2004 , hereinafter MRL04) . As a result, the VF method is able to explicitly separate the different contributions in pressure distribution which is particularly important to verify the model's characteristics through the momentum balance as demonstrated by U10. However, most of the existing studies using VF methods are limited to structured grid models. In practical engineering applications, the unstructured grid model has distinct advantages in dealing with complicated domain and local refinement around rapidly varying bathymetry, for instance around structures, that are not easily achievable in a structured grid ( Wang and Shen, 2011 ) . With the potential of dynamic mesh adaptation using an unstructured grid, the model is also able to deal with simulations involving strong spatial and temporal variations, as shown in Huang et al. (2008) .
In addition, the proper description of the turbulence characteristics is also often crucial for the simulation of WEC due to wave breaking as demonstrated by many existing studies. However, most of the former studies are based on models such as k -ε, k -kl that are calibrated for an equilibrium turbulence production and dissipation state, which are strictly speaking not applicable for the simulation of the wave breaking process ( Burchard, 2001; . The K-profile parameterization (KPP) is also found difficult to represent accurately the mixing in the bottom boundary layer and in nearshore regions ( Durski et al., 2004 ) . Partly, this is due to the fact that to develop and verify a turbulence scheme's suitability in modeling wave breaking, much detailed measurements in laboratory controlled conditions in both flow hydrodynamics and turbulence characteristics, as well as free surface variations are required. But such comprehensive datasets are still scarce in the literature. With few most recent experimental studies, e.g. van der A et al. (2017) and van der Zanden et al. (2016) , it is possible to implement practical turbulence closure coupling with the WEC processes for better model accuracy in simulating wave breaking and wave-current interactions.
The above considerations motivated the development of a new three-dimensional coastal hydrodynamic model system with fully coupled 3D wave-current interactions on an unstructured grid, which can be used as a basis for an effective morphodynamic model system. This is achieved by coupling the unstructured version of the third generation wind wave model, Simulating WAves Nearshore (hereinafter Un-SWAN, Booij et al., 1999; Zijlema, 2010 ) , as wave module to the unstructured-grid, three-dimensional oceanic circulation model, Finite Volume Coastal Ocean Model (FV-COM, Chen et al., 2003 ) . A new wave-current interaction scheme based on a VF approach (MRL04, U10) is implemented into FV-COM to account for wave effects on currents (WEC). The Generic Length Scale (GLS; scheme is incorporated and modified to better account for the wave-enhanced turbulence generation, dissipation and vertical mixing in breakingwave conditions. A wave roller transport model is implemented in this modeling system to account for wave breaking under influence of the surface wave roller, which is absent in original FVCOM code. In addition, a new coupling module is also developed to facilitate the communication between Un-SWAN and FV-COM, and realize the model coupling procedure. It should be noted that the present study differs fundamentally from the previous FCVOM-SWAVE work of Qi et al. (2009) and subsequently Wu et al. (2011) and Sun et al. (2013) in many aspects, e.g. the WEC is represented through VF approach and the original unstructured SWAN is employed with a new coupling method.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 fully presents the modeling system, while its numerical implementation is described in Section 3 . The model system is firstly validated with a theoretical case of obliquely incident waves on a planar beach in Section 4 . Section 5 presents the validation of the model against three additional cases: (a) a large-scale laboratory experiment involving normal incident wave breaks over a naturally formed breaker bar; (b) a real field experiment of obliquely incident waves on a natural, sandy, barred beach (Duck' 94 experiment); and (c) a laboratory scale experiment of normally incident waves on plane beach with a shore-parallel breakwater. Finally, the summary and conclusions are given in Section 6 .
The numerical model
The present model system is based on the Finite Volume Coastal Ocean Model ( Chen et al., 2003 ) and the unstructured version of the third generation wind wave model SWAN ( Booij et al., 1999; Zijlema, 2010 ) . The original FVCOM has no direct coupling measures with Un-SWAN. In this study, the Un-SWAN is therefore adapted and merged into FVCOM and a new specific coupler module is developed for the two-way dynamic coupling between the circulation model and wave model. In addition, the GLS based turbulence model is implemented together with the current model to resolve wave breaking and turbulence dissipation properly. All of these modules are developed to be consistent with the framework of FVCOM.
Wave model
In this study, the widely-used third generation SWAN ( Booij et al., 1999 ) spectral wave model is adapted to provide the necessary forcing terms for the coastal circulation model. For given wind, bathymetry and current conditions, SWAN provides the spectral and integral wave properties of random short-crested windgenerated waves by solving a spectral action balance equation that includes wave energy dissipation due to bottom friction, triad and quadruplet wave-wave interactions and shallow water wavebreaking, without any a priori restrictions on the spectrum for the evolution of wave growth. The wave action balance equation is represented as ∂N ( σ, θ ; x, y, t ) ∂t
where N ( σ , θ ) is the action density spectrum; C gx, C gy, C θ , C σ are propagation velocities in x-, y-, θ -and σ -space respectively; S ( σ , θ ) is the source term which could be represented as
where the first term denotes the wind energy input, the second and third term represent the wave energy distribution through three-wave (triad) and four-wave (quadruplet) interactions, and the last three terms represent the wave energy dissipation caused by white-capping, bottom friction and depth-induced wave breaking. Details of the parameterization of these terms can be found in Booij et al. (1999 Booij et al. ( , N. 2015 .
Coastal circulation model
FVCOM is a prognostic, unstructured grid, finite-volume coastal ocean model ( Chen et al., 2003 ) . It uses non-overlapped triangular grids in the horizontal to resolve the complex shoreline and geometry, and the generalized terrain-following Sigma coordinate in the vertical direction. The present version of FVCOM (version 3.2.2) includes both hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic schemes ( Lai et al., 2010a ( Lai et al., , 2010b and wetting/drying treatment. The mode-split approach is used for the solution of the circulation model, in which currents are divided into external and internal modes and computed using an external and internal time step respectively ( Chen et al., 2003 ) .
Model equations
Following U10, the hydrodynamic model equations, including the Vortex Force formalism and (at right-hand side of equation) the newly included WEC terms, are given by:
In these equations the boldface typesets are used for horizontal vectors, while the vertical components are represented by a normal typeset so that 3D vectors are designated by ( horizontal , vertical). ( V , w ) and ( V st ,w st ) are the Eulerian mean and Stokes velocities, respectively; f is the Coriolis parameter; φ is the dynamic pressure (normalized by the density ρ 0 ); F represents the nonwave non-conservative forces; F w represents the wave-induced non-conservative forces; ( J , K ) is the Vortex Force and K is the lower order Bernoulli head (after removing quasi-static terms, see Section 9.6 of MRL04); ρ and ρ 0 are total and reference densities of sea water respectively; g is the gravity acceleration; and ν 0 is the molecular diffusivity. An overbar represents time average, and a prime represents a turbulent fluctuating quantity. The vertical coordinate range is −h (x ) ≤ z ≤ ζ + ˆ ζ , in which ζ and ˆ ζ are the mean and quasi-static sea level components, respectively. All wave quantities are referenced to the local wave-averaged sea level, z = ζ + ˆ ζ , rather than the mean sea level, z = 0.
The three-dimensional Stokes velocity ( V st , w st ) is defined for a spectral wave field as:
where E is the wave energy; c is the phase speed of the waves; k is the wave number vector and k is its magnitude; h ( x ) is the resting depth. Z and H are the normalized vertical lengths, defined as:
where D = h + ζ + ˆ ζ is the wave-averaged thickness of the water column. Finally, the wave energy E , phase speed c and intrinsic frequency σ are given by:
where H s is the significant wave height. The Vortex Force ( J , K ) and the Bernoulli head term ( K) are expressed as:
where ϒ = k · V , and ˆ z is the unit vector in the vertical direction. The quasi-static sea level component is expressed as:
in which an inverse barometric response to changes in atmospheric pressure P atm and a phase-averaged set-up/set-down (with respect to the still water) are included. For random waves, the wave energy E is replaced by the el- Eq. (4) ) are integrated over the spectrum of the relative frequencies and angles of wave propagation of the wave model. It should be noted that, the expression of stokes drift ( Eq. (4) ) in strongly nonlinear waves can be different from the second-order approximation ( Grue and Kolaas, 2017 ) , which is outside the scope of the present study.
With the additional WEC terms on the right-hand side, the boundary conditions for the newly developed model are expressed as:
where V st is the depth-averaged Stokes velocity and P is the waveaveraged forcing surface boundary condition, defined as:
Parameterization of non-conservative wave acceleration, F w
The non-conservative wave acceleration/forcing term, F w , originates from the fact that surface gravity waves lose energy when propagating towards the shoreline. This phenomenon includes three different dissipation processes: (a) white-capping ( ε wcap ); (b) depth-induced wave breaking ( ε b ); and (c) bottom friction ( ε bf ).
Thus F w is expressed as:
where B wcap is the white-capping induced acceleration; B b contains both the depth-induced breaking ( B db ) and roller accelerations ( B r ); B bf and B sf denote accelerations due to bottom and surface streaming, respectively. These accelerations could either be represented as body forces, or as equivalent boundary stresses for the cases in which the associated turbulence boundary layers are too thin to be resolved. For a detailed parameterization of these terms, the reader is referred to the Appendix A .
Wave-enhanced bottom drag
The interactions of waves and currents in the bottom boundary layer can affect the hydrodynamics results in coastal circulation modeling, particularly in the surf zone. In order to parameterize the wave enhanced bottom shear stress, the drag law proposed by Soulsby (1995) is used here in the coupled model system:
where τ c and τ w are bottom stresses due to current and waves; κ = 0.4 is the von Kármán constant; z m is a reference height above the bed, nominally equivalent to half the height of the first grid cell above the bed (in a barotropic model z m = D/2 ; e.g. Uchiyama et al., 2009 ) ; z b is the bed roughness length; f w is the wave friction factor given by
| is the bottom wave orbital velocity and T w orb is the near bottom wave period defined as the ratio of the bottom excursion amplitude to the root-mean-square velocity T w
Wave-enhanced vertical turbulent mixing
Wave breaking leads to extra turbulence generation at the surface and enhances turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) levels in the water column ( Thorpe, 1984; Agrawal et al., 1992; Moghimi et al., 2016 ) . Craig and Banner (1994) accounted for this effect by implementing a new flux-type surface boundary condition for the TKE in a one-dimensional M-Y2.5 turbulence closure model. This approach has been implemented in the present study for incorporating the effects of wave breaking on vertical mixing, by adapting a generic length scale (GLS) two-equation turbulence closure model similar to approaches by Burchard et al. (1999) and Umlauf et al. (2005) .
The GLS model, introduced by , has been tested against measurements for oscillating grid generated turbulence which is considered to be similar to the wave-breaking induced turbulence. However, the original GLS model is modified in the present study to better account for the wave-enhanced vertical mixing. The two equations for k and for the GLS ( ψ) read:
where
∂z represent the turbulence production rates by shear and buoyancy, respectively; K M and K H are the vertical eddy viscosity and vertical eddy diffusion coefficients, respectively; ε = ( c 0 μ ) 3 k 3 / 2 l −1 is the turbulence dissipation rate; σ k and σ ψ are the turbulent Schmidt numbers for k and ψ, respectively; F wall is a wall function; and C 1 , C 2 and C 3 are coefficients which can be found in Warner et al., (2005) . The GLS ( ψ) is defined as:
where c 0 μ is the stability coefficient based on experimental data for non-stratified channel flow, it takes on a specific value when used with a stability function and other model parameters ( Warner et al., 2005 ) ; p = 2.0, m = 1.0 and n = −0.67 are coefficients, following suggestions by . Note that many conventional turbulence schemes can also be derived from this GLS model by using specific combinations of values for p, m and n (e.g. a k ε scheme is reproduced by p = 3, m = 1.5 and n = −1.0; a k ψ scheme is reproduced by p = −1.0, m = 0.5 and n = −1.0.).
The TKE injection due to wave breaking is provided by a boundary condition at the water surface ( Craig and Banner, 1994; Feddersen, 2012a Feddersen, , 2012b :
where F k is the surface flux of energy injected into water column, which can be either parameterized in proportion to the cube of surface wind friction velocity ( Craig and Banner, 1994 ) as F k = c w ( u s * ) 3 , or directly obtained from a surface wave model as a fraction of the surface wave dissipation, i.e.
where u s * is the surface friction velocity and c w and b w are empirical constants. The former formulation has been used at deep seas and open seas ( Craig, 1996; Terray et al., 1996 ) with c w ≈ (100 ∼ 150), while the latter formulation is more appropriate in the surf zone. The b w ( ≈ 0.01 ∼ 0.25) is used for depth-induced breaking ( Govender et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2009; Feddersen and Trowbridge, 2005; Feddersen, 2012a Feddersen, , 2012b and b w ≈ 1 is for deep water white-capping ( Bakhoday Paskyabi et al., 2012 ) .
Neumann-type surface boundary conditions for k and ψ (following are applied at vertical position of z':
where α is the spatial decay rate of TKE in the waveenhanced layer; L is the slope of the turbulent length scale;
and F k is the injection flux of TKE at the water surface.
In the present study, the surface roughness z 0 is connected to the length scale of injected turbulence which is determined uniquely by the spectral properties of turbulence at the source. This parameter directly affects the vertical distribution of TKE in the upper portion of the water column ( Moghimi et al., 2016 ) . However, due to the difficulty in measuring this parameter, a wide range of values have been proposed (e.g. Craig and Banner, 1994; Terray et al., 1999; Stips et al., 2005; Feddersen and Williams, 2007; Moghimi et al., 2016 ) . In the present study, z 0 = α w H s , where α w is kept as a tuning parameter which is adjusted to produce results closest to the available observations.
Numerical implementation in FVCOM

Model solution method
Prior to implementing into the modeling system, the model equations are firstly expressed in a flux-divergence form where several new variables are further defined, and then transformed from the Cartesian ( x, y, z, t ) coordinate system into the Sigma ( x, y, s, t ) coordinate system. These procedure steps are inspired by U10, but are kept to be more appropriate for FVCOM. For a detailed description, the reader is referred to the Appendix B .
The model domain is discretized using unstructured mesh made up by no-overlapping triangle elements. For the circulation model, the scalar variables (e.g. ζ c , H , D , w l ,K m ,K h ) are placed at vertices while u and v are placed at centroids, where the model differential equations are solved with the similar numerical scheme as that used in the original FVCOM ( Chen et al., 2003 ) . The same set of triangular mesh is also used for the wave module to avoid the interpolation between different sets of computational grids. The wave action balance equation (1) is integrated over the vertices of the triangular grids by a point-to-point multi-directional Gauss-Seidel iteration technique ( Zijlema, 2010 ) . This locally implicit but globally explicit numerical approach circumvents the need to build or store large matrices by taking advantage of the newly acquired vertex values during an iteration. Consequently, the numerical procedure remains stable at large time step and can converge to a steady state much more rapidly than explicit methods, while being more computationally efficient than implicit methods ( Zijlema, 2010; N. Booij et al., 2015 ) .
The code of this new model system has also been parallelized for running on High Performance Computing clusters. Similar to the original FVCOM model, the METIS library is used to partition the global unstructured model mesh and the Message Passing Interface (MPI) distributed memory parallelism communication protocol is used to exchange information between adjacent processors.
Coupling of the wave and circulation models
The original FVCOM and Un-SWAN are two separate models with very different codes structures. Many effort s are therefore made to couple these two models into one system. Generally speaking, the FVCOM model is used as the main control programme and the Un-SWAN is merged into the FVCOM model suit as sub-programme. In this process, many necessary modifications to the original code and development of new modules are carried out in order to make the two models to be consistent with each other. To facilitate data exchange between these two models, a new coupler module is also developed based on a two-way coupling scheme, similar to the approach employed by FVCOM-SWAVE ( Wu et al., 2011 ) . Due to the implicit scheme used in the Un-SWAN, the wave propagation time step could be generally much larger than the circulation time step. Therefore, the coupling interval is designed to be the same as the wave propagation time step, which is specified as a multiple of the internal time step of the circulation model. In the following tests, however, the default wave time step is taken as the same as internal time step of the circulation model for simplicity reason.
At the beginning of the defined coupling cycle, the wave model runs first, with the specific sea surface elevation, current fields and bathymetric changes that obtained directly from the circulation model at the end of previous cycle, to compute the required wave parameters, e.g. wave height, wave direction, wave relative peak period, wave bottom orbit velocity and wave dissipation variance. Based on these updated information, the coupler module then calculates the relevant WEC terms, including non-conservative wave accelerations, wave friction factor, which are then passed to the circulation model to solve the hydrodynamic variables. With these WEC terms, the circulation model runs several time steps to the end of this coupling cycle and provides data for solving the wave model at the next time interval, marks the end of a coupling cycle of wave and current models.
The wave and circulation models utilize the same set of global triangular mesh. However, two different sets of local sub-meshes, i.e. element-based sub-meshes for the circulation model ( Chen et al., 2003; Wang and Shen, 2011 ) and vertex-based sub-meshes ( Dietrich et al., 2011 ) for the wave model, are employed in the adopted parallel coupling scheme in the present study. This is determined by the different intrinsic characteristics of these two models, e.g. the locations (centroids or vertexes) of variables, discretization technique (finite volume or finite difference method) for partial differential equations. Therefore, when inter-model communication is needed during the parallel running, the information from one set of local sub-mesh (element-based/vertex-based) is firstly collected by the master processor into the global mesh and then distributed into another sub-mesh (vertex-based/ elementbased). Such a procedure is designed to exchange information between these two local sub-meshes as effectively as possible.
Model validation
The new model system is firstly validated against analytical solution for obliquely incident waves break on a constant mild sloping (1/80) planar beach. This test case was initially posed by HW09 and later used as benchmark in a series of numeric studies using different wave-current interaction approaches, e.g. the depthdependent Radiation Stress formulation (HW09; N. Kumar et al., 2011 ) , the Vortex Force formulation (U10; K12) and the glm2z-RANS theory ( Michaud et al., 2012 ) .
The model domain covers a 1900 m long (cross-shore) by 300 m wide (alongshore) rectangular area, which is discretized using isosceles right triangles with grid size of 20 m in the horizontal and 31 vertical sigma levels with uniform thickness, resulting in a total of 1536 nodes and 2850 elements. It has a west-east orientation with the offshore boundary open boundary located at x = 100 m. The water depth varies from 12 m below the still water level at the offshore boundary to 0.75 m above at the shoreline. The boundary conditions include periodic boundaries in the alongshore direction, wetting/drying at the shoreline, and a clamped water level boundary condition ( Chen et al., 2003 ) at the offshore boundary. Coriolis forces are excluded, and there is no lateral momentum diffusion, stratification, and surface wind/heat/freshwater fluxes. The roller waves and bottom streaming effects are also not included. The bottom stress is formulated using the quadratic bottom drag with a constant c d value of 0.0015. The wave information is provided at the offshore boundary based on a JONSWAP spectrum with 2 m significant wave height, 10 s peak wave period and a 10 °angle of incidence. Both the barotropic and baroclinic time step in the standard test case is 0.1 s, whose results are used for the analysis in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 .
For this condition, Uchiyama et al. (2009) showed that the barotropic continuity balance can be integrated in the cross-shore direction to yield a balance between depth-averaged Eulerian and Stokes velocities, i.e. ū = −ū st . In addition, a dominant crossshore barotropic momentum balances between the pressure gradient force (PGF) and breaking acceleration, i.e.
and an alongshore momentum balance between bottom drag and breaking acceleration, i.e. (21) and ( 22 ) can be solved to obtain the analytical solutions for V and ζ c ( x ).
Wave parameters and two-dimensional fields
The computed cross-shore distributions of significant wave height, depth-induced breaking dissipation and water depth are shown in Fig. 1 a. When propagating across the slope, waves shoal between x = 10 0 0 m and 1400 m and begin to break around x = 1400 m (indicated by the increase in breaking dissipation ε b in Fig 1 a) . The wave energy dissipation rate remains zero during wave shoaling and has a maximum value of 75 kg/s 3 at about x = 1700 m, which is identical to results in U10 and K12. The computed free surface ζ c (solid line in Fig. 1 b) gradually decreases landward from a small negative value at the offshore boundary to a maximum wave set-down at about x = 1500 m, where it then increases monotonically to a maximum wave setup of approximately 0.22 m at the shoreline. These results agree very well with the analytical solutions shown in Fig 1 b .
The predicted depth-averaged cross-shore Eulerian flow (solid line in Fig. 1 c) has equal magnitude and opposite sign to the depth-averaged Stokes flow (red circle in Fig. 1 c) , i.e. is in perfect agreement with ū = −ū st . The depth-averaged longshore-shore velocity attains a maximum value of approximately 0.93 m/s at about x = 1750 m and decreases to zero towards the shoreline and offshore, which also agrees well with previous studies (U10; Kumar et al., 2011 ; K12) . Because of a cross-shore momentum imbalance associated with the non-conservative wave accelerations and wave-enhanced vertical mixing (U10), the maximum value of the longshore-shore velocity is shifted shoreward compared to the analytical solution ( Eq. (22) , red circle in Fig. 1 d) .
Three-dimensional velocities
The vertical structure of the simulated Eulerian mean and Stokes velocities are shown in Fig. 2 . Inside the surf zone ( x > 1400 m; Fig. 2 a) , the Eulerian mean cross-shore velocity shows a strong recirculation cell with velocities directed onshore near the water surface and directed offshore close to the sea bed. The longshore velocity attains the maximum value at the water surface and decreases slightly towards the sea bed, with a maximum value of approximately −1 m/s throughout the domain located at about x = 1750 m. Outside the surf zone ( x < 1400 m) the cross-shore velocity is weak in magnitude, directed offshore and almost uniform over depth, and also the longshore velocity is much weaker throughout the entire water column.
Near the sea surface, the computed cross-shore Stokes velocity ( Fig. 2 c) increases from near zero at the offshore boundary and the shoreline to a maximum value of ∼0.15 m/s at the location of maximum wave breaking (i.e. x = 1700 m). Vertically, the velocity decreases from the sea surface towards the sea bed. The longshore Stokes velocity ( Fig. 2 d) follows a similar distribution as the crossshore Stokes velocity, but is about one order of magnitude weaker in strength because of the relatively small wave obliqueness.
The model results clearly follow the analytical solution for this particular condition and are consistent with previous similar research work in U10 and K12 despite different turbulence closure schemes being used in these models. This demonstrates the model's capability and accuracy for simulating coastal surface wave induced currents. Roland and Ardhuin (2014) indicated that large time step could affect the conver gence of SWAN solution. To test the effects of the time steps on the module solution, five sensiti vity tests with increased time steps are carried out, see Table 1 . These tests are based on the same model setup as above validation case. All tests are run with the nonstationary mode of Un-SWAN, start from 0 0:0 0:0 0 until convergent results are obtained. The model convergence time ( Table 1 ) is defined as the time when the normalized root means square error of wave height (WHNRMS) is less than which hs i ,0 represent the convergent wave height simulated in the standard case and hs i,j represent the wave height of test case j ( j = 1,2,3,4,5). It can be seen that the model convergence time of these six tests in Table 1 increases monotonously with increase time steps, which verifies that the Un-SWAN in the present study is able to remain stable and converge into a steady state at these given time step sizes. The convergence steps in Table 1 , defined as
Model convergence
1.0%. The WHNRMS is defined as j = { NodeNum i =1 ( h s i, j −h s i, 0 ) 2 NodeNum i =1 ( h s i, 0 ) 2 } 1 / 2 , in
Con v ergence T ime
Wa v e T ime Step , reduce firstly as time step increases but then remain approximately constant when the wave time step is larger than 100 s. The computational efforts are much less for the cases with large time steps and fewer convergence steps, in comparison with the cases with small time step and large number of convergence steps. On the other hand, the time step in the circulation model is unavoidably limited by the CFL criterion. For a given time step in the circulation model, a large time steps in the wave model means more internal mode calculations are required in the circulation model, which will increase the computation load. Therefore, when the whole coupled model system is implemented in practise, the time step for the wave model should be decided for the optimal operation for both wave and current models. In the present study, a 10 s is used as typical time step for the following cases.
Two tests with different spatial resolutions, i.e. 5 m (run 6), 50 m (run 7), are also carried out. Due to the large mesh size, the results in run 7 cannot capture all the characteristics. The difference between the results of run 6 and the base case run 0 are very small. Therefore, a spatial resolution of 20 m is considered sufficient for this test case.
Model applications
After validation, the model was applied to several complex cases with detailed measurements to test its efficiency and to examine the details of hydrodynamics under breaking waves on a beach at very different scales. More importantly, the effects of wave breaking induced turbulence on the flow structure can be revealed through the newly implemented turbulence model. Three test cases are described in detail. The first case reproduces the breaking wave characteristics, wave-induced undertow and turbulence structures as measured in high detail around a fixed breaker bar during a recent laboratory experiment. In the second case, the model system is applied to simulate fieldscale measurements conducted during the DUCK94 experiment (e.g. Garcez Faria et al., 1998, 20 0 0 ), in which wave-induced undertow as well as alongshore currents are studied and further analyzed through momentum balance. As these two cases largely focus on conditions of (approximate) alongshore uniformity, the third case involves a laboratory experiment conducted on a beach with a shore-parallel breakwater, which introduces three-dimensionality in the domain and flow development. This case examines the model's ability of simulating complex threedimensional flow around structures in coastal regions with desirable flexibility in the unstructured mesh.
Wave breaking over breaker bar at laboratory scale
Breaking wave characteristics over a barred profile can be significantly different from those on a plane sloping beach ( Smith and Kraus, 1991 ) , and consequently the wave-induced velocities and turbulence will also differ considerably. Recently, hydrodynamics and sand transport processes were measured under a large-scale plunging breaking wave during a combined laboratory campaign involving experiments with a mobile medium-sand bed ( van der Zanden et al., 2016 ) and with a rigidized fixed bed ( van der A et al., submitted ). Both campaigns involve the same wave conditions and barred beach profile, which developed from an initially flat horizontal test section. The numerical model is validated against measurements of hydrodynamics, including turbulence, obtained with high spatial coverage during the fixed-bed experiment. Fig. 3 a shows the layout of the beach profile in the fix bed experiment, consisting of a 1:12 offshore slope, a 0.6 m high breaker bar (measured from crest to trough) with a lee-side slope of approximately 1:4, followed by a 10 m long 1:125 slope and terminated by a fixed sloping beach. Regular waves ( H = 0.85 m and T = 4 s) were generated at offshore boundary with a 2.65 m water depth by a wedge-type wave paddle. The water surface elevations, used to quantify the wave height and mean surface elevation, were measured with sidewall-mounted resistive wave gauges at 19 locations covering the deep part of the flume to the shoaling zone and were measured with pressure transducers at 37 locations for the remainder of the flume (i.e. at the breaking and inner surf zones). Instantaneous velocities were measured at 12 cross-shore locations along the bar region, covering the shoaling, breaking and inner surf zones, using a Laser Doppler Anemometer (LDA) and two Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADV) deployed from a mobile frame. Velocities were measured over the entire water column with a vertical measurement separation distance of 0.10 m. The instantaneous velocities were decomposed into a time-averaged, wave-related and turbulent component, following a Reynolds decomposition. Further details on the measurements and data processing can be found in van der A et al. (2017) .
The corresponding model domain covers an area of 70 m in the cross-shore by 1 m in the longshore direction. The spatial resolution is 0.1 m in both directions, together with equally spaced 33 vertical sigma layers, yielding a total of 14,0 0 0 elements. The water depth at the offshore boundary is fixed at 2.65 m in accordance with the experiment. At the offshore boundary, the model is forced with regular normally incident waves with a 4 s period and 0.85 m wave height. In this study, the original code of Un-SWAN is further developed to allow the simulation of normally incident regular waves, by limiting the wave propagation direction in exactly one direction bin, e.g. zero degree in this case, and one frequency bin.
The recently developed β-kd approach in Salmon et al. (2015) is chosen to account for the depth-induced wave breaking, as the numerical results improved significantly compared to that from the more widely used constant breaker index approach. Following the baseline numerical experiment of U10, the shape function of Eq. (A3) with a b = 0.2 and of Eq. (A19) with a bf = 3.0 are used for f b ( z ) and f bf ( z ), respectively. Bottom stress due to the combined action of waves and currents is estimated using the formulation proposed by Soulsby (1995) with z b = 0.001 m which is representative for the roughness of the concrete rigidized bed. In order to obtain smooth solutions, a weak horizontal momentum diffusion coefficient of the order 0.10m 2 /s is applied. The effect of wave rollers is considered in the simulation, with the roller evolution model ( Eq. (A7) ) fed by the wave dissipation obtained from the Un-SWAN wave module using α r = 0.75. α w = 0.3 and b w = 0.01 are chosen for a proper description of the turbulence under breaking waves.
Starting from still water, a standard simulation of this test condition lasts for 30 min after which the results are found to be in hydrodynamic equilibrium using a barotropic and baroclinic time step of 0.01 s and 0.1 s respectively. Fig. 3 a compares the model computed and measured wave height and mean water level. After propagating from the offshore boundary into the model domain, it can be seen that the wave height decreases first due to the bottom friction induced wave attenuation and then increases gradually due to wave shoaling along the offshore bar slope. A maximum wave height is reached at x ≈ 52 m, where depth-induced wave breaking occurs, resulting in a rapid decrease in wave height. Overall the model computed wave height agrees well with the measurements in the breaking area and inner surf zone (i.e. x > 52 m), although the model predictions of the breaking point and the strong decrease in wave height are shifted by about 1 m shoreward compared to the measurements. In the deeper section of the flume and along the offshore bar slope, the oscillation in the measured wave height is due to wave reflection and/or spurious wave generation in the laboratory, which is not seen in the modeled results. A factor of 5.0 was multiplied with mean water level to facilitate the inter-comparisons of the simulation and observation. The simulated mean water level shows a continuous and near constant set-down of approximately 2.5 cm from x = 0 m (i.e. the offshore boundary) to x ≈ 55 m, where it rapidly (within 1 m) turns into a set-up. The set-up value increases slowly throughout the inner surf zone, with a maximum value of about 3.5 cm at the end of the flume. The cross-shore behavior and the quantitative set-down and set-up computed by the model are in good agreement with the measurements. However, a spatial lag of about 2 m is found in the simulated location where set-down changes to setup. This is closely related to the discrepancies of simulated wave breaking energy here ( Eq. (21) ), which in turn result from the overestimation of the wave height. 
Wave height and water surface elevation
Velocities
The simulated depth-averaged Eulerian velocity as shown in Fig. 3 b complies well with the barotropic mass conservation law which, similar to the characteristic shown in Fig 1 c , has the same magnitude but opposite sign to the depth-averaged Stokes flow. The simulated cross-shore and vertical distribution of Eulerian velocity in Fig. 4 is much more complicated than for the plane beach condition ( Fig 2 ) due to the more complex barred bathymetry. From the offshore boundary until x = 51 m, the Eulerian velocities are offshore-directed over the entire water column with relatively small magnitudes ( x < 0.10 m/s) and are near uniform in crossshore and vertical direction. In the remainder of the flume (i.e. x > 51 m) current velocities increase in magnitude. Large onshoredirected velocities occur near the water surface due to the enhanced mass flux related to depth-induced wave breaking and wave roller effects (see details below). These velocities are balanced by a return flow (undertow) in the bottom part of the water column, leading to strong vertical shear. Maximum onshore velocities, reaching values of 0.3 m/s, are located above the breaker bar, while maximum undertow velocities occur near the shoreline and above the breaker bar with values of about −1.4 m/s and −0.4 m/s respectively.
Eq. (A10) suggests that the total wave dissipation, which induces a shear stress at the water surface, equals α r values are shown in Fig. 5 a, which also includes the measured velocities. With α r = 0, the simulated velocity shows a strong vertical shear on the breaker bar and along the offshore slope, due to a strong onshore flow near the water surface as well as a large undertow, while above the bar trough and further inshore the simulated velocities are nearly depth-uniform and onshore and offshore time-averaged velocity magnitudes are much lower. The resulting vertical shear overestimates the measured shear above the breaker bar. As the value of α r progressively increases from 0 to 0.75, the computed velocity profiles tend to follow the measurements better, i.e. the velocity shear gradually decreases on the breaker bar and above the offshore slope while it increases in the bar trough and further shoreward. However, when α r = 1 the simulated near surface velocities above the offshore slope of the breaker bar are too small in comparison with the measurements, while the improvement of vertical velocity structures in the bar trough and further shoreward is minor. Overall, the model results with the α r value of 0.75 show the best agreement with the measured data in these five simulations as shown in Fig 5 b and hence is used in this study. However, the local best fit value of α r shows in Fig. 5 a is different at different cross-shore locations, which suggests that α r is more appropriate to be regarded as a function of the cross-shore positions (i.e. a function of local bathymetry slope and/or local wave characteristics) in the surf zone. The results demonstrate that the inclusion of wave roller effects improve the model performance significantly.
Although Fig 5 b shows a good agreement between the simulated and the measured Eulerian velocities, it is also noted that the simulated undertow is apparently underestimated along the steeper shoreward slope of the breaker bar (i.e. x = 56 m and 56.5 m), which is most likely caused by the underestimated surface wave dissipation and overestimation in wave height around the breaker bar ( Fig. 3 a) . To verify the guess, an additional simulation with locally enhanced wave dissipation (i.e. ε b in Eq. (A4) ) in this region ( x = 56 m to 57 m) was conducted. As shown in Fig 5 c , this leads to a much better agreement with the measurements.
Turbulent kinetic energy
The model computed TKE is also compared with the measurements at the same 12 profiles ( Fig. 6 a) . Overall, fairly good simulation results are obtained except at the profile of 3-5 around the breaking point, where TKE is obviously over-predicted. Note that over-predictions of TKE in the breaking region have been reported in many 2D and 3D simulations using various turbulence closure models ( Xie, 2013; Brown et al., 2016 ) . Various explanations for this overestimating have been given, e.g. the omission of TKE contained in the overturning jet during wave breaking ( Lin and Liu, 1998 ) , the exclusion of air effects on turbulence production and dissipation before the impingement of the overturning jet ( Christensen et al., 2002 ) , the exclusion of air bubbles in conventional turbulence models ( Xie, 2013 ) , and the invalidity of the turbulence model coefficients, that have been calibrated for quasisteady turbulent flows rather than wave-induced oscillatory flows with strong free surface dynamics ( Lin and Liu, 1998; Shao, 2006 ) .
We conjecture an underestimated turbulence dissipation rate as the main cause of the over-prediction of TKE around the breaking point, which is likely due to inappropriate coefficients in the turbulence model. Therefore, four sensitivity simulations are conducted with a variation of the coefficient C 1 ( = 1.0, 1.1, 1.15, 1.17) in Eq. (17) . With increasing C 1 , higher turbulence dissipation rates are expected. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 6 b. As C 1 increases from the original default value (i.e. 1.0), the simulated TKE levels at the profiles of 3-5 gradually decrease and approach the measurements. Among these four simulations, the best fit is obtained for C 1 = 1.15. TKE at the profile locations 1, 2 and 6-8 are also reduced with a bigger C 1 . However, at the profiles of 9-11, the reverse tendency occurs, i.e. higher TKE is obtained for larger C 1 . This is understood from the resulting velocity profiles ( Fig. 6 c) . As C 1 increases, the vertical velocity gradients at profiles of 9-11 increase strongly due to decreased vertical momentum diffusivity. This implies an increased TKE shear production rate ( Eq. (17) ) which explains the higher TKE at these locations.
Overall, an increased coefficient C 1 improves the model performance in terms of TKE in the breaking region. However, it also should be noted that this enlargement is not appropriate for all the locations in the surf zone. Apparently, similar to α r , a crossshore-varying rather than a constant value for C 1 seems more appropriate; the development of such a function could be a topic for further research. In addition, Fig 6 c shows that the undertow magnitudes in the breaking region improve as C 1 increases, which implies that a proper description of the TKE can improve the mean flow results.
Obliquely incident waves on a natural, barred beach (DUCK' 94 experiment)
The developed model system is further evaluated by comparing model simulated wave-induced currents to measurements obtained on a natural sandy beach at Duck, North Carolina, during the DUCK94 experiment (e.g., Garcez Faria et al., 1998, 20 0 0 ; U10; Kumar et al., 2011 ) . Vertical profiles of velocities were obtained with a vertical stack of seven electromagnetic current meters (EMCs) located at elevations of 0.41, 0.68, 1.01, 1.46, 1.79, 2.24 and 2.57 m above the bed, and measured at seven surf zone crossshore locations for approximately one hour at each site. Directional wave spectra were measured using 10 pressure sensors on an alongshore line at 8 m water depth ( Long, 1996 ) . Additionally, a spatially fixed cross-shore array of 11 EMCs and 13 pressure sensors were used to measure cross-shore variability of horizontal velocity and wave heights in the surf zone ( Elgar et al., 1997 ) . All data were collected on October 12 of 1994, when strong longshore and cross-shore currents occurred due to waves generated by winds associated with the passage of a low pressure storm system. During data collection, the tidal variability was minimal and the bathymetric contours were assumed alongshore uniform ( Garcez Faria et al., 20 0 0 ) . Further details on the data acquisition and processing can be found in Gallagher et al. (1996 Gallagher et al. ( , 1998 and Elgar et al. (1997) . The bathymetry used in the calculation is shown in Fig. 7 a, with the shoreline located near x = 120 m and a nearshore bar located at about x = 250 m. With a horizontal resolution of 5 m in both x and y direction, the model domain is uniform alongshore and has a cross-shore ( x ) width of 800 m and an alongshore length ( y ) of 100 m with origin at x = 100 m and y = 100 m. The water depth varies from 2.5 m above the datum at the origin to 7.3 m at the off-shore boundary. A tidal elevation, assumed constant over the simulation period, of 0.70 m is added to the water level. In total 31 vertical sigma levels are used with grid-height refinement near the surface and bottom. A periodic boundary condition is imposed in the alongshore direction (i.e., north and south boundaries) and a wet/dry boundary condition is used at the shoreward boundary.
At the offshore open boundary, the Flather radiation condition for the free surface (Flather, 1976 ) is adapted with nudging towards the quasi-static sea level ˆ ζ . The effect of earth rotation is included with a constant Coriolis frequency of 8.8695 × 10 −5 /s. Wind stress forcing of −0.2532 and −0.1456 N/m 2 is imposed in the cross-shore and longshore directions, respectively. At the offshore boundary, a JONSWAP wave spectrum with a root-mean-square wave height of 1.6 m, a peak period of 6 s and a 13 °angle of incidence is provided to the Un-SWAN model to obtain the wave field. The wave roller effect is also enabled with α r = 1.0, as sensitivity tests (not shown here) present overall best results with this value. However, as discussed in Section 5.1.2 , this factor is more appropriate to be regarded as a function of the cross-shore positions. Instead of the β-kd parameterization, the constant breaker index ( γ = 0.73) is used in this case to calculate the wave dissipation. Other model settings are the same as those used in Section 4.2 . Note that the shoreline is located in the left side of the coordinate in this case, opposite to the former ideal and lab cases, thus u > 0 means velocity is offshore directed.
The model simulation is initiated with a resting state and carried out for a period of 6 h to obtain converged solutions with both baroclinic and barotropic time stepping of 0.1 s. The relevant model parameters are summarized in Table 2 . Fig. 7 a shows that the computed wave height H rms that is in close agreement with the measured wave height ( Elgar et al., 1997 ) throughout the beach profile. The wave direction, demonstrating clearly the effect of depth-induced refraction, turns from 193 °at the offshore boundary to about 185 °at the shoreline. The three dissipation terms calculated from the model ( Fig. 7 b) demonstrate that the depth-induced breaking ( ε b ) occurs predominantly at the bar crest and at the nearshore region close to the shoreline. Over the bar trough, the wave dissipation is very small, which leads to the relatively stable wave height in this region ( Fig. 7 a) . The roller dissipation ( ε r ) peaks more shoreward than ε b ; the bottom friction dissipation ( ε bf ) is about one order of magnitude smaller than the other dissipation terms in the breaking region while it is dominant at the offshore region ( x > 500 m). The sea surface elevation ( ζ c ) presents an overall trend of wave set-up outside and wave setup inside the surf zone ( Fig. 7 b) , while around the breaking point a small decrease occurs due to the dominant contribution by the Bernoulli head (see details below), consistent with simulation results by U10 and K12. The depth-averaged Eulerian cross-shore velocity ( Fig. 7 c) is directed offshore and strongest over the bar crest and further shoreward. Similarly, to the plane beach test in Section 4.1 , it also has the same magnitude but opposite sign to the depth-averaged Stokes flow, agreeing well with the barotropic mass conservation principle in alongshore-uniform, steady-state cases. The depth-averaged alongshore velocity ( Fig. 7 d) corresponds to the measurements ( Feddersen et al., 1998 ) reasonably well, showing a general increase towards the shore with a peak value located over the bar trough and then a diminishing magnitude toward the shore. Fig. 8 presents the computed horizontal and vertical distribution of ( V ,w ) and ( V st ,w st ) in the x-z plane. Similar to the plane beach case, the distribution pattern of cross-shore velocity u ( x,z ) shows an overturning circulation in the surf zone, with an onshore directed flow near the surface and offshore directed undertow near the bottom ( Fig. 8 a) . This circulation cell has maximum strengths over the bar crest and close to the shoreline while being relatively weaker over the inner surf zone ( x = 150-200 m). Outside the surf zone, currents are offshore directed and generally weak. In the lower layer of the water column the current reaches a maximum value which monotonically decrease to zero at the sea bed, while near the sea surface there is a small onshore directed contribution. In the horizontal x direction, the longshore velocity v ( x,z ) ( Fig. 8 b) has a maximum negative value in the trough region shoreward of the bar. Vertically, the strongest longshore velocity occurs at the water surface and magnitudes decrease monotonically towards the sea bed.
Wave parameters
Cross-shore and vertical structure of velocity
The computed vertical velocity ( Fig. 8 c) shows upward directed velocities shoreward from the bar crest and downward directed velocities offshore from the bar-crest ( x = 250 m), with maximum values located near the bottom. This pattern along with onshore flows near the surface and offshore directed undertow in the lower layers of the water column creates an anticlockwise circulation cell pattern over the bar trough inshore of the bar crest.
In accordance with the cosh(2 kz ) distribution suggested by Eq. (4) , the 3D wave-induced cross-shore and longshore Stokes drift ( u S t , v S t ) are strongest near the surface and weakest near the sea bed, with maximum u St and v St above the bar crest and near the shoreline at shallow water ( Fig. 8 d and e) . Due to the small obliqueness of the incident waves, v St is almost an order of magnitude weaker than u St . The distribution pattern of vertical Stokes velocity w St is characterized by two pairs of upward and downward directed w St dipole circulations, with the upward directed velocities located near the shoreline and shoreward from the bar crest, while downward directed velocities occurs offshore to these locations. The vertical Stokes velocity w St is of the same magnitude as its Eulerian mean counterpart w , but has its maximum strength near the water surface. Additionally, Fig. 8 d-f shows that the Stokes drifts have vertical variations even in water depth < 1 m, which confirms the presence of a vertically varying VF. As indicated by U10, the use of vertically varying VF in the model could lead to a simulation improvement compared to simulations (e.g. Newberger and Allen, 2007b ) using vertically uniform VF.
A further model-data comparison is made for the cross-shore and longshore velocity at seven different surf zone locations in Fig. 9 , which shows fairly good agreement between the simulated results and the observations. The normalized r.m.s. errors for u and v (as defined in Newberger and Allen, 2007b and U10) at a total of 
Table 3
Normalized root mean square error j = { Table 3 . The mean r.m.s. errors at 7 locations are 0.39 for u and 0.12 for v , which is similar to those shown by U10 ( u error and v error range 0.45-0.70 and 0.10-0.40, respectively) and slightly better than those in K12 ( u error and v error range 0.54-0.66 and 0.21-0.30, respectively). These simulated results show that the developed model system in this study is capable of creating realistic velocity profiles in a surf zone environment. Similar to the laboratory breaking wave test case in Fig. 5 b, the computed cross-shore velocity magnitudes at the shoreward side of the breaker bar (the 3rd and 4th profiles) are significantly underestimated. Eight sensitivity simulations with a variation of the turbulent coefficient C 1 are firstly conducted, which is inspired by the analysis in Section 5.1.3 , as a preliminary attempt to reveal the effect of turbulence on the cross-shore velocities and to improve the simulation results. Table 4 summarizes the normalized r.m.s. errors of these simulations. Apparently, a sole value of C 1 (run 1-8) cannot decrease the normalized r.m.s error at all crossshore locations simultaneously. It is found that C1 has a best fit value of 1.10 for the 3rd and 4th profiles and 0.85 for the 5th profile; while in the remaining 4 profiles, 0.80 is optimum. This is in agreement with the results in Section 5.1.3 , which also suggested a locally higher C 1 value for the breaking region around the bar crest. Based on the simulation results of Runs 1-8, another simulation (Run 9) was conducted with cross-shore-varying C 1 , i.e. C 1 = 1.10 at cross-shore locations between the 3rd and 4th profiles and C 1 = 0.80 at the remainder of the locations, leading to much better results ( Table 4 ) .
Horizontal momentum balance
In order to understand the mechanisms responsible for these 3D model results, similar to the descriptions of Section 4.7 in U10, the cross-shore depth-averaged and vertical variation of momentum balances are analysed and displayed in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 respectively. Table 5 summarizes the physical meanings of relevant symbols used in the following text for representing the momentum balances.
The two-dimensional momentum balance in the cross-shore direction ( Fig. 10 a) demonstrates a primary balance between the pressure gradient ( P tot ) and the breaking acceleration (BA) term. This is consistent with the classic surf-zone momentum balance between wave-setup and breaking acceleration (cf., Bowen et al., 1968 ) . A secondary balance also exists between the advection and the VF terms as these two terms have similar magnitude but opposite sign at all cross-shore locations. Fig. 10 a also shows that these four terms are only relatively strong near the bar-crest and near the shoreline, but are negligibly small elsewhere. Similar to the balance in cross-shore direction, the alongshore momentum also demonstrates two sets of balances: a primary balance between the breaking acceleration and the bottom stress terms and a secondary one between the advection and vortex force terms. The existence of these secondary balances in cross-shore and longshore momentum are actually required by the barotropic mass balance ( Uchiyama et al., 2009 ) which results in the anti-Stokes u flow for an alongshore-uniform, steady circulation ( Fig. 7 c for this case and Fig. 1 c for plane beach case). However, it is important to point out that although the alongshore vortex force generally opposes alongshore advection at most of the cross-shore locations, due to differences in vertical structure of Stokes and Eulerian mean flows these two terms do not cancel out completely.
The contribution of the pressure gradient force is investigated in more detail. For this, the total pressure gradient force, P tot (i.e. ∇φ, taken from Eq. (B13) by excluding the vertical vortex force term K from ∇φ c ), is firstly decomposed into two terms which respectively describe the contribution from the non-WEC ( P c ) and WEC ( P wec ) terms. P wec is further decomposed into a quasi-static response P qs , a Bernoulli head contribution P bh and a WEC surface pressure boundary correction P pc term:
Analysis of these individual components of the total pressure gradient force P tot ) have significant contributions to P tot x , with the non-WEC response term P c x contributing most. Outside the surf zone, however, all these terms become very small. It is important to note that in the region between the trough and crest of the bar, where high velocity shear contributes significantly to P bh x , the contribution by P bh x modifies P tot x significantly and the term thus plays an important role in this region. This is an improvement to the classical view of the barotropic cross-shore momentum balance (cf., Bowen et al., 1968; Uchiyama et al., 2009 ) which suggests that P tot x is primarily controlled by P c x and P qs x . As suggested by U10, this is also the major factor that causes the difference in the wave-induced sea-level setup between the 2D (not shown here) and 3D cases.
The vertical variation of the momentum balances is shown in Fig. 11 . In the cross-shore direction, the breaking acceleration (x-BA, Fig. 11 a) , pressure gradient (x-PGF, Fig. 11 d) and vertical mixing (x-VM, Fig. 11 e) terms are the major contributors to the momentum balance with strongest values occurring at locations where total wave dissipation is maximum, while the advection (x-AD, Fig.  11 b) and vortex force (VF, Fig. 11 c) terms are relatively weak and insignificant. Note that the VF term here is dominated by the vertical VF contribution. In this 3D cross-shore momentum balance, the VM term apparently plays an important role. It vertically trans- fers the surface-intensified BA down to the bottom ( Fig. 11 f) with a near vertically-uniform distribution, and consequently it balances the nearly barotropic pressure gradient force (x-PGF, Fig. 11 d) .
In the longshore direction, all the remaining terms (i.e., y-BA, y-AD, y-VF and y-VM) with the exception of y-PGF demonstrate significant contributions to the 3D momentum balance, in which the sum of y-BA and y-AD are balanced by the sum of y-VF and y-VM. The breaking acceleration y-BA displays a similar distribution to x-BA but is one order of magnitude smaller due to the small obliqueness of the incident waves. All of the terms of y-AD, y-VF and y-VM demonstrate evident 3D structures which implies that it is necessary to have a fully 3D structure for the Stokes drift and VF even in shallow littoral regions like DUCK94. Similar to the longshore depth-averaged balance where vortex force balances advection, the y-VF and y-AD also seems to balance each other in this 3D budget. However, they do not completely cancel each other ( Fig. 11 l) , but Hamm et al. 1995 . instead, their sum yields a net contribution that modifies the flow pattern.
Normally incident waves on a plane beach with shore-parallel breakwater
To further demonstrate the flexibility of the unstructured mesh in the present model, the laboratory experiment of Hamm et al. (1995) was numerically simulated. The experiment involved regular waves propagating and breaking around a shoreparallel breakwater on a plane beach in a large scale wave tank at Sogreah Ingenierie. The layout of the plane beach with the breakwater is presented in Fig. 12 . In this test case, wave diffraction behind the breakwater induces complex three-dimensional flow patterns. The model is used to simulate the REG0107 test, which comprised detailed measurements of wave height and flow velocity (undertow) profiles at various positions around the breakwater. Fig 13 b , in which the mesh is locally refined behind the breakwater (with a resolution of about 0.22 m) in order to obtain comparatively high resolution results there. However, given the rather simple geometry of this case, the simulation can only be regarded as a preliminary and limited demonstration of the flexibility of the unstructured mesh, which has more added benefit for cases with a much more complicated coastline. The model settings are the same as for the ideal plane beach case ( Section 4 ), except that the wave information at the offshore boundary is provided by normally incident regular waves with wave height of 0.78 m and wave period of 1.69 s and no flow boundary conditions are utilized at the shoreline and lateral ends. The built-in feature 'OBSTACLE' of the Un-SWAN is utilized to simulate the wave diffraction around the breakwater with a constant transmission coefficient of 0.3 to mimic the structure porosity. The wave diffraction is approximated with a phase-decoupled refraction-diffraction approach proposed by Holthuijsen et al. (2003) , which however has some limitations ( N. Booij, et al., 2015 ) . The simulation is conducted for 1 h before the solution converged, with a barotropic time step of 0.05 s and a mode-splitting ration of 6.
Fig. 14 shows the distribution of computed wave height and depth-averaged flow velocity for this case. The wave diffraction as well as two large flow circulations can be seen clearly behind the breakwater. These two circulations are symmetric as the wave propagates with normal incidence to the shoreline, corresponding well with the results of Li et al. (2007) . Fig. 15 shows the measured and computed wave heights, and alongshore and crossshore depth-averaged velocity distributions along several alongshore transects behind the breakwater. As the waves propagate perpendicular to the shoreline, the computed wave height and wave induced cross-shore velocity are symmetrical along the centre of the breakwater (i.e. X = 30 m), while the wave-induced alongshore velocity has the same magnitude but opposite sign for each side of the X = 30 m axis. Compared with the measurements, the model predicted wave heights are fairly good along the major part of the selected four transects. However, in the places close to the tip of the breakwater (around X = 40 m) in the transect 2 and 3, the simulated wave height is under-predicted which is largely attributed to reflection processes which are not properly resolved by the wave model for this case. The predicted longshore and cross-shore velocity are also found to be fairly close to the measurements in all regions, apart from the under-predicted crossshore velocities around X = 40 m due to the under-predicted wave height there.
The predicted long-shore and cross-shore velocity vertical profiles are further compared with the laboratory data at several points (points A-I in Fig. 13 a) around the breakwater; details are shown in Fig. 16 . Similar to the depth-averaged velocities in Fig. 15 , the predicted long-shore velocity profiles agree well with the measurements at almost all positions, except for position F where the predicted profile has the correct magnitude but is of opposite sign compared to the laboratory data. This is attributed to the poorlypredicted depth-averaged longshore velocity shown at X = 10 m in Fig. 15 g. The predicted cross-shore velocity profiles are also fairly good compared with measurements at most positions. The differences between the computed and measured cross-shore velocities are largely due to the discrepancies involved in the depth-averaged cross-shore velocity as shown in Fig. 15 , which in return arise because of discrepancies in the wave height. Another explanation for the discrepancies in the cross-shore velocity is the highly nonuniform flow for this experiment, which induces strong horizontal gradients and relatively large discrepancies between measured and modeled cross-shore velocities for relatively small offsets in the predicted location of the circulations (as also indicated by Rakha, 1998 ) . Overall, the present simulation conducted by the new model system in this study successfully reproduces the complex flow structures involving a wave-induced current interacting with a shore-parallel breakwater. There are some discrepancies involved in the velocity profiles due to the under-prediction of wave height resulting from the limited performance of the wave diffraction simulation in the wave model. A better prediction of the wave statistics would likely lead to a better prediction of the flow pattern. However, the overall qualitatively good representation of the dominant flow structures suggests the implementation of the wave-current interaction based on the VF approach is appropriate.
Conclusions
A new three-dimensional hydrodynamic model has been developed in the present study by coupling the third generation spectral wave model SWAN with the oceanographic model FVCOM. The vortex-force (VF) formalism is implemented to represent wavecurrent interactions. A new wave-current coupling scheme is developed, including a GLS turbulence model to reproduce the wavebreaking enhanced turbulence, as well as a roller transport model to account for wave breaking under influence of the surface roller. By adapting the unstructured grid version of SWAN (Un-SWAN), this new approach is novel in both numerical and practical aspects: the numerical procedure remains stable for any time step, and is locally implicit and globally explicit without requiring too much computational work as do implicit methods ( Zijlema, 2010; N. Booij et al., 2015 ) ; the Un-SWAN utilizes the same triangular grids as FVCOM which circumvents the interpolation between different sets of computation grids.
This modeling system was firstly validated against a theoretical case of obliquely incident waves on a planar beach. It was then applied to three test cases for both validation and dynamical interpretation: a large scale laboratory experiment of normally incident waves on a rigidized barred beach, a field experiment of obliquely incident waves on a natural sandy barred beach (Duck' 94 experiment), and a 3D laboratory experiment involving normal incident waves propagating around a shore-parallel breakwater. The model predictions follow the available measurements in these tests well, suggesting robustness and efficiency in the present model for very different spatial scales and for both 2D and 3D complex hydrodynamic conditions. A general encountered difficulty in many coastal hydrodynamic simulations under breaking waves is the reproduction of Eulerian and Stokes velocities across the beach. The model results for the above applications suggest that the VF approach is capable of reproducing these balanced flow patterns for various types of beach and wave conditions.
Model simulations of the Duck 94 experiment indicate clearly that the VF is important in determining the two levels of momentum balance in both cross-shore and longshore flows. The VF method also represents the complex 3D wave dynamics and wavedriven circulation patterns around a laboratory breakwater. The simulation of the laboratory breaking wave over a barred beach indicates the importance of roller effects and of wave energy dissipation on the cross-shore mean flow (undertow) profiles. In this particular case, the empirical parameter α in Eq. (A7) with a value of 0.75 produces the best fit with the measured data. Different values were tested for α r (fraction of wave energy dissipation converted to roller) and for the C1 parameter that controls turbulent dissipation rates; results suggest that both parameters should vary across the breaking region for a better model accuracy. A better reproduction of the turbulent kinetic energy also leads to an improved reproduction of the undertow velocity profile.
Overall the newly developed modeling system with implementation of VF formalism successfully resolves waves and currents in the surf zone. The modeling system provides a robust tool for better understanding of hydrodynamic processes in coastal regions, and may in the future also be used to explore sediment transport processes and morphodynamics in coastal regions.
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Appendix A. Parameterization of non-conservative wave acceleration
A1. Acceleration induced by whitecapping ( B wcap )
White-capping is controlled by the wave steepness. In Un-SWAN, many different expressions for white-capping have been formulated, e.g. the pulse-based model ( Hasselmann, 1974 ) that is commonly used in the third-generation operating wave model, and a saturation-based model ( Alves and Banner, 2003; Van der Westhuysen et al, 2007 ) . Taking the value of white-capping dissipation ( ε wcap ) calculated in Un-SWAN, the associated acceleration could be expressed either as a body force,
or as a boundary stress, τ wcap sur
where f b ( z ) is an empirical vertical distribution function that quantifies the vertical penetration of momentum associated with breaking waves from the surface, given by
where k −1 b = a b H * is a decay parameter that controls the penetration depth; H * is square mean wave height; a b is an empirical constant that is set to 0.2 in this study.
A2. Depth-induced breaking ( ε b ) and acceleration ( B db )
In Un-SWAN, the bore model of Battjes and Janssen (1978) by H max = γ d where γ is an adjustable breaking coefficient. In this study, γ is either given as a constant value (0.73) or determined by a recently proposed β-kd parameterization ( Salmon et al., 2015 ) .
The depth-induced wave breaking acceleration ( B db ), as a body force, is provided by,
where α r is the fraction of wave dissipation converted into rollers (described in details later); f b ( z ) is an empirical vertical distribution function, which utilizes the same function as defined in Eq. (A3) . The depth-induced wave breaking acceleration ( B db ) is alternatively incorporated into the momentum equation as an equivalent boundary stress,
A3. Wave rollers and acceleration induced by rollers ( B r )
Within the surf zone, where the bathymetry-dependent breaking of waves is the dominant factor in the spatial distribution of wave energy dissipation, the action of wave rollers also play an important role in this process. Surface wave rollers are onshoretraveling bores of broken primary waves which store the dissipated wave energy and transfer it gradually into the mean flow, causing a lag in the transfer of momentum ( Svendsen, 1984; Nairn et al., 1991 ) . The surface wave rollers are included in the present fully coupled wave-current interaction system to improve calculations of the surf zone currents.
The surface roller model in the present study is based on existing approaches of Stive and De Vriend (1994) and Reniers et al. (2004a) . Analogous to the spectral wave evolution equation, the evolution equation for the wave roller energy is represented as:
where E r is the surface roller energy; C (C x , C y ) is the phase speed of the primary wave, given by V + σ k k k ; ε b is the dissipation of wave energy which is a source term for the roller energy; ε r is the roller energy dissipation rate; α r is an ad hoc empirical parameter introduced by Tajima and Madsen (2006) , denoting the fraction of wave dissipation feeding the wave roller (value between 0 and 1). As suggested by U10, α r provides some flexibility to depict different beach forms and wave breaking types (i.e. spilling, plunging, surging). The roller dissipation rate can be parameterized by ε r = g sin βE r c , where c is the phase speed and sin β ( = 0.1) is an empirical constant ( Reniers et al., 2004a ) .
The acceleration induced by wave rollers is given as, in the form of a body force,
and in the form of a boundary stress, 
Combining Eqs. (A1) , ( A5 ) and ( A8 ), the total force induced by surface wave breaking (i.e. white-capping, depth-induced wave breaking and surface wave rollers) reads
and the corresponding boundary stress reads
where V l is the depth integral of V l . Subsequently, we define
